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October 26, 2020
Linda A. Venneri, Collaborative Contracts Manager
Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education
Dear Ms. Venneri,
In response to RFP #2020-COOP-LAV-45, we are delighted to present our proposal for Proctoring
Solutions to Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education.
Examity Overview
Examity's flexible and secure solution includes a superior student experience, seamless D2L
integration, comprehensive reporting, and training. With 24/7/365 technical and customer support,
students can test at their convenience regardless of the day or time. Faculty and administration can
expect a partner who is responsive, and laser focused on your needs, as evidenced by our 96% client
retention. We believe our solution will ensure PASSHE courses maintain the highest level of
academic integrity.
Exceptions to Terms and Conditions
Regarding the General Conditions proposed in RFP #2020-COOP-LAV-45, Examity has the following
exceptions:
• Section 4a: Examity will need the ability to accept or reject POs based on its ability to
schedule proctoring services.
• Section 5b: Examity generally does not grant MFN contracts.
• Section 17: Examity will need to clarify that no ownership rights to the platform will be
granted under this agreement.
• Section 19: Limitation of liability should be mutual.
Point of Contact
All communication associated with this RFP should be directed to Eric Rodriguez, Director of
Business Development at Examity:
Eric Rodriguez, Director, Business Development
153 Needham Street, Newton, MA 02464
781.864.0310, erodriguez@examity.com
We appreciate your consideration and look forward to hearing back from you.
Best regards,

Jillian Wiseman
Vice President, Strategic Development
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Executive Summary
Examity is the global leader in online proctoring and pioneer in flexibility. Offering a one-stop-shop for
all proctoring needs, what sets Examity apart is our robust support and superior scale. Our position
in the marketplace was achieved by our unique and flexible offering of one platform and one
workflow for all users, no matter what proctoring solution selected, automated through to live,
allowing instructors and administrators to choose the level of security that fit their needs. With
PASSHE consisting of 14 schools, each unique with different goals and cultures, Examity can protect
the integrity of low stakes and high stakes exams for every institution through our wide array of
solutions.
Examity's platform, spanning ID verification and online proctoring, includes seamless D2L
integration, comprehensive reporting, and industry leading 24/7/365 technical and customer
support. With a strong emphasis on flexibility, Examity allows instructors to select the appropriate
level of security (from automated through to live) for each unique situation. Examity is uniquely
positioned to meet the needs of Bloomsburg, California, Cheyney, Clarion, East Stroudsburg,
Edinboro, Indiana, Kutztown, Lockhaven, Mansfield and Slippery Rock University. We are also
positioned to continue meeting the needs of our current PASSHE clients which are West Chester,
Millersville, Shippensburg University.
•

Multimodal Proctoring: Examity’s solution provides instructors with the flexibility to select the
solution (automated through to live) that best fits their needs – whether they are managing a
quiz, a midterm, or a final exam.

•

Extensive Integration Expertise: Examity’s developed a true expertise for implementation
through our work with hundreds of clients. We support and integrate with all commercial and
proprietary learning management systems, including D2L. We are the only proctoring solution
to achieve LTI 1.3 certification by IMS Global, the gold standard in interoperability, we are
able to provide deeper integration and greater security for our partner.

•

Premium Support Services: Examity’s support is unmatched. We have a robust support
structure in place to address any and all student concerns. Our team of over 1,500 helpful
experts, provides students with 24/7/365 support through online chat, email, and phone,
giving them the freedom to contact us however they feel the most comfortable.

•

Efficiency and Scale: Examity’s superior ability to scale, while maintaining the highest level of
support and efficiencies, is the reason we are the market leader. It is an absolute necessity
when providing proctoring and something that our competitors have not been able to
replicate. It is also the reason why we can proctor over three million exams per year and still
have an average wait time of less than one minute, the lowest in the industry.
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•

Robust Reporting: Examity provides one-touch access to reporting and analytics. From
student satisfaction to violation reports and video files, our reporting provides you with the
information you need to immediately assess and address student activity.

We are honored and excited at the opportunity to present our Proctoring Solutions to PASSHE and
look forward to taking the next step in this process.

A. General

1. State the Supplier’s understanding of the solution being requested by this RFP.
Examity’s understanding and evaluation of this RFP’s requirements is that PASSHE is seeking a
proctoring partner, not just a proctoring provider. You cited key areas that fit with our solution, such
as cost effective, convenient, and customizable solutions. Beyond that, you are solving unique
challenges for your members at a massive scale, which is reflected in the Work Statement. While
functional ability from a technology perspective is a significant share of the scope, there is also a
clear focus on finding a partner that can dedicate a team to collaborate with your members to carry
out a specific vision. The focus on technology, security, privacy, and support structures for all users
and stakeholders demonstrates a need to build a fully-integrated ecosystem approach where our
solution is molded to match the needs of your members, rather than a one-size-fits-all solution.
The strategic-nature of this RFP illustrates the need for a partner who can obsess over the details
without losing sight of the long-term objectives. Finally, the emphasis on a proven track record with
systems of your size shows that the successful partner will do as much, if not more, showing than
telling. Examity believes the proposal we have crafted will demonstrate our unique qualifications to
be your online proctoring partner.

2. Include a narrative response that summarizes the key features and competitive advantages of the
proposed solution that make it stand out from competing solutions.
When Examity entered the online proctoring market, there were a few providers already in the space,
but each were focused on niche applications. We recognized that test providers - whether
universities, colleges or corporations - have different needs depending upon what they were trying to
accomplish and that no one thinks the same about how to handle test integrity. This is where we saw
an opportunity to provide a holistic solution and it was this need that motivated us to create a single
platform with varying proctoring styles, from automated through to live. We built our foundation
based on flexibility, support and scale which in turn has allowed us the opportunity to provide
students, instructors, and administrators the same experience whether testing in peak or non-peak
periods giving us our competitive edge. Because of our impact in the market, in recent years, others
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have started to offer the same, but building off a single-style solution leads to uneven footing and a
lack of fluidity and efficiency.
What has kept Examity the industry leader is our robust support, superior scale, and focus on
student experience while at the same time enabling test integrity. Below we have outlined several
key areas that separate Examity from competing solutions:
Premium Support Services: Examity’s support is unmatched. We have a robust support structure in
place to address any and all student concerns. Our team of over 1,500 helpful experts, provides
students with 24/7/365 support through online chat, email, and phone, giving them the freedom to
contact us however they feel the most comfortable.
Efficiency and Scale: Examity’s superior ability to scale, while maintaining the highest level of support
and efficiencies, is the reason we are the market leader. It is an absolute necessity when providing
proctoring and something that our competitors have not been able to replicate. It is also the reason
why we can proctor over three million exams per year and still provide superior service and support
for all modalities, including an average wait time of less than one minute for live proctoring, the
lowest in the industry.
Pioneering Audit Process: Examity pioneered the auditing process to include a second set of eyes to
review each video before uploading integrity results at no extra charge. Auditing brings forth quality
assurance (better test integrity) and quality control (assists in continuously improving our proctoring).
In addition, auditing provides rich data to train our innovative AI solutions.
Industry-Leading Live Proctoring Solution: For our live solutions, we average a 2:1 student to proctor
ratio, far exceeding the industry standard, which is 6:1 or greater. We believe this enables the best
service for students, the best ability to monitor your unique requirements, and the best protection
against cheating or unauthorized behavior. Rather than handing students off from greeter to proctor
or between proctors, the Examity proctor stays with the student throughout the duration of the exam.
This significantly reduces wait times and eliminates associated risk and student frustration. Finally,
most exam challenges can be handled by our IT-trained proctors.
Extensive Integration Expertise: Examity’s developed a true expertise for implementation through our
work with hundreds of clients. We support and integrate with all commercial and proprietary learning
management systems, student management systems, and test platforms. Examity is helping the
industry innovate while leading the industry by becoming the first online proctoring provider to adopt
the LTI® Proctoring Services standard by IMS Global Learning Consortium. Built on the innovative
IMS Learning Tools Interoperability® standard, LTI Proctoring Services aligns with best-in-class
learning management systems and assessment platforms to deliver a credible and secure user
experience for students, administrators, and proctors. We are also the only proctoring solution to
achieve LTI 1.3 certification by IMS Global, we are able to provide deeper integration and greater
security for our partner.
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Robust Reporting: Examity provides one-touch access to reporting and analytics. From student
satisfaction to violation reports and video files, our reporting provides you with the information you
need to immediately assess and address student activity.
Rigorous Security Protocols: Examity has adopted the ISO/IEC 2700x and NIST Cyber Security
“Frameworks” to organize and govern our overall Cyber Security efforts. This provides the basis for
all decisions on specific cyber security policies, procedures, and controls (administrative, physical,
and technical) that we implement. All client data is stored in the United States at Rackspace, a SSAE16 certified data center. We have standard database-wide encryption and PGP 4096-bit encryption
(Diffie Hellman Algorithm) used for data security at transmission and at rest.
Financial Backing: In April 2019, Examity received a $90 million investment from Great Hill Partners.
Recognizing growth in the space, the firm’s intention was to invest significant capital into a leading
online proctoring company. After a substantial due diligence period, evaluating nearly every
competitor in the space, Examity was chosen to receive this investment. This is a testament not only
to the solution and reputation we have developed since 2013, but also our future growth trajectory
and long-term sustainability as a leader in the space. The investment will fuel our continued
investment into the people, process, and technology necessary to provide best-in-class online
proctoring to PASSHE members.
B. Qualifications and Experience

1. Company
Include a brief history and description of the company, including the number of years in business
and any ownership structure or management structure. Discuss how the firm’s overall experience
demonstrates its ability to successfully provide the solution.
Examity entered the online proctoring market in 2013. Although there were providers already in this
space, each was only offering a limited solution. As we partnered with institutions and organizations,
we realized that a new approach was required to meet the differing needs of these partners.
We developed Examity to provide flexibility for our customers without sacrificing security. Our
solutions encompass a variety of identification and proctoring styles including automated and live
proctoring. In addition, we received constant feedback that online students require immediate and
ongoing support. With this in mind, we built our team of 1,500+ individuals to provide students with
industry-leading 24/7/365 service.
We are excited and honored to have experienced more than 50% growth each year that we have
been in business. This is a strong validation of Examity’s success. Some highlights of this
accomplishment include:
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•
•
•

Named #6 most innovative education company in North America by Fast Company
Ranked #1 fastest-growing EdTech company in the United States by Deloitte’s Fast 500, for
two consecutive years
Received additional investment of $90 million in April 2019

Examity is a privately held company headquartered in Newton, Massachusetts.
2. Experience
Describe your organization’s experience (including number of years in operation) as it pertains to
providing a Proctoring Solution for higher education institutions. Submit three detailed case histories
that demonstrate the breadth, depth and creativity of the solution that your firm can provide to the
State System. At least one case history must be of a higher education institution (a state system is
highly preferred). Provide a description of any industry best practices your firm utilizes. Include any
industry awards your firm received.
Examity has been a leading online proctoring solution since entering the market in 2013. We take
great pride in our ability to handle more than three million assessments per year and maintain
partnerships with over 500 higher education institutions, corporations, and certificate providers.
Examity is currently integrated with and tests over 350 university partners, including Penn State
University, The University of North Carolina System, The Texas A&M System and The Tennessee
Board of Regents to name a few.
In order to illustrate our experience with delivering best-in-class online proctoring to higher education
institutions and state systems, we have outlined three client stories below.
The University of North Carolina System
Examity was selected by UNC Online following an RFP process in August 2019. UNC Online had spent
the past 10 years working with ProctorU as their online proctoring partner. The contract awarded is
with The University of North Carolina System and the integration was a highly custom process with
the UNC Online platform where students begin the process, meet the Examity proctor and then are
launched to their respective institution’s LMS to take their exam.
The agreement between Examity and The University of North Carolina System allows the opportunity
to work with each individual school and thus integrate with their respective LMS if programs require
online proctoring, but do not fall within or utilize UNC Online (such as NC State). Most recently the
System has provided grants to assist with test security amid the COVID-19 pandemic where Examity
is quickly integrating with East Carolina’s Canvas, UNC Pembroke’s Canvas, Elizabeth City State’s
Blackboard, and Appalachian State’s Moodle to assist with November finals.
Since January 2020, Examity has online proctored nearly 10,000 exams in the UNC System.
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The Texas A&M University System
In 2016 The Texas A&M University System, consisting of 11 schools, began searching for a remote
proctoring provider for their online exams. Key requirements were that any solution needed to be
“round the clock”, flexible, secure, easy to integrate with, and cost effective. After a thorough
evaluation process, the A&M System was able to clearly identify Examity as an online test integrity
solution that fit well for their system membership.
Examity was ultimately selected because of our ability to meet the above needs and technical
requirements while providing 24/7 support. Today, 7 of the 11 institutions in the A&M System are
using both our live and automated proctoring solutions.
University of Arizona
In 2015, the University of Arizona conducted an RFP to assess current proctoring partners. During
the RFP process, Examity unseated competitors ProctorU and Software Secure (now PSI) to win the
contract. In 2018, at the expiration of the contract, another RFP was issued and awarded again to
Examity.
Examity currently works with 14 out of the University of Arizona’s 19 colleges, proctoring more than
500 courses led by over 250 instructors, and supporting 20,000+ students a year.
During our first full year with the university we proctored over 40,000 tests. In 2019, that number
swelled to more than 80,000 with an average wait-time of 28 seconds for all live proctored exams.
This is a true testament to our ability to scale. The University of Arizona uses Examity for both
residential and online programs and takes advantage of all proctoring modalities.
Industry Best Practices
Examity encourages all of our new and current clients to follow the online proctoring best practices
below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporate Examity into your course syllabus
Direct students to available guides, videos, and support for assistance
Register and schedule exams as early as possible
24-hour exam windows
Ensure device readiness via the systems check
Avoid large simultaneous testing groups
Make automated practice tests available to students

Examity believes a big part of why we have been able to maintain successful partnerships with West
Chester, Millersville, and Shippensburg over the years has been because they have adhered and
promoted these at their institutions.
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3. References
Provide references from three of your clients from the past five years for services that are similar in
scope, size and complexity to the Solution described in this RFP. At least one of these client
references should preferably be from a higher education institution. Provide the following
information for each client: client name and address; time period in which work was performed; and
a short description of the work performed.
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C. Technical Requirements

A. Monitoring Process
1. Provide a detailed description of the following processes:
Pre-test Authentication (verifying student identities)
Examity supports a pre-defined, secure student identification and authorization process at the start
of each test session. We validate a student’s identification through our multifactor authentication
process, outlined below:
1. Capturing a student’s government-issued photo ID and matching it against a picture of the
student at the start of the exam.
2. Answering a series of security questions.
3. Completing a digital signature that we will compare against the typing rhythm captured at
registration.
Authentication is fully integrated into both our automated and live proctoring solutions. In live
proctored exams, an Examity proctor will follow a strict process of ID verification, including photo
comparison, challenge questions, and a digital signature (measuring keystroke cadence). Next, the
proctor will confirm the exam rules with the student and conduct a 360-degree room pan and a
sweep of the desk to make sure no unauthorized materials are present. Once underway, the same
proctor that performed the authentication will monitor the student throughout the exam session.
This information, including a full recording of the exam session will be available for review on the
instructor dashboard. Our exam sessions are recorded from authentication through the end of the
exam.
Our automated proctoring solutions start with auto-authentication. Students will follow simple steps
to validate their ID through our multi-factor authentication process. Students snap pictures of their ID
and face, answer challenge questions, and enter a digital signature (measuring keystroke cadence)
to verify identity.

Scheduling and Managing Exams
Examity’s best-in-class LTI integration with the LMS means minimal time is spent scheduling and
managing exams. The following workflow shows the process an instructor or administrator
undergoes to configure an exam:
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Exam information such as course, exam name, exam window, duration, and exam URL, is
automatically imported from the LMS in real-time via APIs. The exam view, shown on the following
screenshot, allows instructors to select the security level and review the exam information we have
imported:

Instructors can choose to add additional rules:
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...or special instructions:

Instructors can even clone sets of rules that they repeatedly use, meaning more time teaching and
minimal time configuring.

Student Registration (including exam instructions)
Students will access their Examity dashboard through a single sign-on link in their course within the
LMS. The first time a student logs in to Examity, they will be prompted to complete a short profile.
This is a one-time process where they will be asked to select their time zone, upload a government
issued or student photo ID, answer challenge questions, and enter a digital signature.
Once complete, students can take exams immediately or schedule for a later time, 24/7/365.
Students can start or schedule any exam displayed on their dashboard, shown on the next
screenshot:
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All of their active exams will appear on this dashboard. For a Live Proctored exam, they’ll simply click
“Schedule” and select the best time for them within the exam window (set in the LMS), whether that
is in advance or right away. After selecting the date and time, students will be presented with the full
exam rules and special instructions. They will also receive a scheduling confirmation email with the
same rules and instructions so they will be prepared on test day.
Automated Proctoring Exams do not need to be scheduled and can be taken any time by clicking
“Start Exam” or if the student prefers, can be scheduled in advance. Exam rules and special
instructions are also readily accessible on these exams with one click.
The exam confirmation will provide all of the information they need to prepare for an exam including
a systems requirements check:

At Examity, we recognize that taking a test can be a stressful experience, so we strive to ensure there
are no surprises on test day. As a best practice, we encourage students to run a systems check to
ensure device readiness prior to testing. As you can see on the screenshot below, they will be
prompted to do this prior to each exam. This is one of the reasons Examity has the fastest launch
times in the industry. For automated exams, we encourage instructors to set up a free practice tests
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with multiple attempts so students can become familiar with going through the process.

Data Security (during exams)
Examity uses a variety of methods to ensure the security of testing materials during the exam
session. Throughout the exam, Examity will monitor both the desktop and the student, assisted by
software that employs seven years of machine learning, AI, and predictive analytics. Observation is
done both via the webcam to capture video and the student’s microphone to capture sound. In
addition, our lockdown browser functionality locks down the testing environment. This ensures the
security of testing materials during the exam session by preventing the ability to copy/paste or print
test materials.
Unique to Examity, if the student goes offline during the exam, our new software can automatically
block the exam in order to protect the integrity of the exam while a student is unmonitored in any of
our proctoring modalities. During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level of test security in the
market, proctors may intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can manually block the
screen if necessary. Keeping the same proctor throughout the exam, coupled with our low student-toproctor ratio and auditing process, also ensures higher security.

Real-time Live Proctoring
Live proctoring provides the highest level of security in online testing. We agree with PASSHE’s
definition of having a trained human proctor monitor a full exam session with a student from end to
end. Gimmicks such as “live look” or “pop-in,” do not view a student from start to finish and
therefore do not constitute real-time live proctoring.
Examity is the clear industry leader in live proctoring for four significant reasons:
•

•

•

At less than one minute, Examity has an industry-low student wait time to meet a proctor by a
significant margin, arguably the most important metric in live proctoring because it is the
biggest factor in student satisfaction.
Examity does not switch proctors through the authentication and/or test taking experience,
causing disruption and more than one wait-time. The same proctor that authenticates the
student will be with them for the duration of their exam, so students only have to wait once
with Examity. Other competitive live solutions use one proctor to authenticate then place the
student into a second queue to wait for the proctor who will monitor their exam. This
misrepresents the complete wait time published and can lead to a poor student experience.
Examity leads the industry with the lowest average student-to-proctor ratio, at 2:1. We
achieve this by leveraging our team of over 1,500 proctors and support staff to always meet
demand. While others in the space may derive their ratio from rotating proctors on and off, at
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•

Examity, you can be confident that your students will always have the same proctor
throughout the exam.
We do not utilize “pop-in” in proctors. Our proctors are dedicated to the students they have
been matched with for their entire exam. While solutions like “pop-in,” “live look,” or “hybrid”
may give the appearance of a low ratio, that proctor could be monitoring dozens of students
at one time, making it impossible to catch violations or even provide support to students who
need technical assistance, significantly diluting the proctoring experience. These “proctors”
would be on-call and not committed to the process.

Examity offers two live proctoring options depending on the level of security required:
Live Standard: Unique in the marketplace, beginning with live authentication, the proctor will follow a
strict process of ID verification, including photo comparison, challenge questions, and a digital
signature (measuring keystroke cadence). Next, the proctor will confirm the exam rules with the
student. To verify that no unauthorized materials are present and ensure a “clean” test environment,
the proctor will request a 360° room pan and desk sweep.
Once the exam begins, the proctor drops off the screen, and the session is recorded from start to
finish. The exam is later reviewed in its entirety by a human proctor to ensure that no rules have
been violated. Much different than just a software scan of the exam, Examity trained human proctors
will review the full exam from beginning to end. Once reviewed by the proctor, our auditing team will
also review the entire exam session recording and authentication before releasing the audio, video,
and analytics to the instructor dashboard.
Live Premium: This modality begins with live authentication, having a trained human proctor ID verify
a student using the same methods as listed above in Live Standard. To verify that no unauthorized
materials are present and ensure a “clean” test environment, the proctor will request a 360° room
pan and desk sweep.
Throughout the exam, the Examity proctor monitors the student’s surroundings and full desktop in
real-time. Examity does not change proctors in the middle of an exam and the same proctor that
greets the student at the beginning of the exam is the exact same proctor that monitors the entire
exam, ensuring a seamless experience with minimal disruption.
The most critical advantage with Live Premium is that Examity proctors may intervene in real-time if a
violation is detected. In addition, proctors can block the exam if the student goes offline or attempts
to compromise exam integrity in order to protect the integrity of the exam. All of our proctors are ITtrained should troubleshooting be necessary. To ensure maximum quality of proctoring results, our
human auditing team will review a recording of the exam session and authentication before
releasing audio, video, and analytics to the dashboard. Instructors will have access to this full
recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything that happened on the student’s
screen.
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Automated Proctoring
Examity’s automated proctoring services use software backed by AI and machine learning, to monitor
students throughout the entire exam. Examity is the clear industry leader in Automated Proctoring for
this significant reason:
Support. Automated proctoring presents the opportunity to proctor limitless amounts of tests at one
time. This is true; however, it begs the question, how can you support limitless amounts of students
at one time? We do not offer “service hours” or require students and faculty to leave messages in
hopes that someone will contact them back quickly. Our business is built on our ability to leverage
our 1,500+ proctor and support staff to be available and ultra-responsive regardless of the volume
of requests and the time of year.
We have two automated proctoring solutions depending on the level of security required:
Auto Standard: Standard starts with auto-authentication where students will follow simple steps to
validate their ID through our multi-factor authentication process. Students snap pictures of their ID
and face, answer challenge questions, and enter a digital signature (measuring keystroke cadence)
to verify identity. After authentication is complete, Examity software takes over to capture audio,
motion, and systemic changes to identify aberrant behaviors. Within hours of the conclusion of the
exam, full video, audio, and analytics will be made available on the instructor dashboard. All videos
have timestamped comments associated with specific violations, as well as hyperlinks that allow
instructors to immediately jump to these incidents.
Auto Premium: Our Automated Premium starts with auto-authentication. After authentication is
complete, Examity software takes over to capture audio, motion, and systemic changes to identify
aberrant behaviors. As with our Standard product, all videos have timestamped comments
associated with specific violations, as well as hyperlinks that allow instructors to immediately jump to
these incidents. The benefit of Automated Premium is at the conclusion of the exam, for quality
assurance, our auditing team will review video of the exam session and authentication before
releasing the video, audio, and analytics to the dashboard.

Recording and Viewing Exams (by faculty)
All Examity proctoring modalities include full recordings of the test session from start to finish as a
standard feature. Students are fully visible on camera, as is their computer screen. Our Automated
Premium is what others in the industry would refer to as “Record and Review.” With Examity,
recordings in each of our proctoring modalities are utilized differently:
Automated Standard: Automated Standard exam sessions are fully recorded; however, they are not
audited by Examity. Examity provides time stamped comments and violation screenshots, allowing
administrators/instructors to review the session and view any flags that may have been issued.
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Instructors will have access to this full recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything
that happened on the student’s screen.
Automated Premium: Automated Premium exam sessions are fully recorded. At the conclusion of the
exam, for quality assurance, our auditing team utilizes the recording to review the test session as a
second set of human eyes to make sure nothing was missed. Instructors will have access to this full
recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything that happened on the student’s
screen.
Live Standard: Live Standard exam sessions are fully recorded. Because proctors are not present
during the live exam, they will instead proctor recordings of the test session, reviewing exams from
beginning to end. Once reviewed by the proctor, our auditing team will also review the entire exam
session recording and authentication before releasing the audio, video, and analytics to the
instructor dashboard. Instructors will have access to this full recording, which shows the webcam
view as well as everything that happened on the student’s screen.
Live Premium: Live Premium exam sessions are fully recorded. To ensure maximum quality of
proctoring results, our human auditing team will review a recording of the exam session and
authentication before releasing audio, video, and analytics to the dashboard. Instructors will have
access to this full recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything that happened on
the student’s screen.

Violations (algorithms to detect and capture aberrant behavior)
During the exam, Examity will monitor both the desktop and the student, assisted by software that
employs seven years of machine learning, AI, and predictive analytics. Observation is done both via
the webcam to capture video and the student’s microphone to capture sound. Flags are generated
when movements, actions, or sounds indicate that inappropriate behavior has occurred.
Examity utilizes four distinctly colored flags that clearly identify all violations and technical issues
that occurred during a proctoring session. Standard definitions of the Examity flags/alerts are noted
below:
•
•
•
•

Green flags are raised when there is no violation
Yellow flags are issued when a rule is broken but cheating does not necessarily take place
Red flags are given when the student exhibits clear cheating behavior
Blue flags report when a technical issue arises

All flags have timestamped comments associated with the infraction, as well as hyperlinks that allow
instructors to immediately review questionable incidents with one click. This is all viewable in our
easy-to-use dashboard, as shown on the next screenshot:
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When a red flag is raised, indicating clear cheating behavior has taken place, this will be reported
back to the designated university contact(s) by your dedicated account manager within 24 hours of
the incident, often much sooner. Details of the incident, along with the exam ID, will be available on
the instructor/admin dashboard. There are times when an auditor discovers a violation that went
undetected by a proctor. In these situations, the auditor will contact your Examity account manager,
who will follow the aforementioned steps.

End-to-End Security (active restriction of students’ computers)
Examity gives faculty the flexibility to select the appropriate level of security (from automated through
to live) for each unique situation. Whether they are managing a quiz, a midterm, or a final exam, it’s
important to fit the solution to the specific needs of the instructor.
Instructors or administrators will simply select the level of proctoring from a dropdown menu in the
exam shell, as shown on the next screenshot.

Examity provides the ability to either lock the security level at the institution level or give instructors a
specific list of options to select on their own. We can also configure our solution to be managed by a
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central administrator or by individual instructors. We would work with you during implementation to
walk through the benefits of each configuration.
Examity’s lockdown browser functionality locks down the testing environment. This ensures the
security of testing materials during the exam session by preventing the ability to copy/paste, open
new tabs, or print test materials.
During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level of test security in the market, proctors may
intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can manually block the screen if necessary.
Keeping the same proctor throughout the exam coupled with our average one proctor for every two
students and auditing process also ensures higher security.
In addition, Examity has developed three unique features to protect exam content in all of our
solutions based on three common integrity violations:
•

Students attempt to close the proctoring window and return to the test, believing that
proctoring will stop, and they can continue their exam.
o

•

Students will disconnect their WIFI in order to force a disconnect with the proctoring session
and continue with their exam.
o

•

For this strategy we have developed a trigger that automatically closes the LMS or
test platform window, should the student close any of the proctoring windows or
attempt to otherwise end the proctoring session early. Our system will log this event
and the student will have to contact our support team.

This will trigger a “freeze” of the testing window. Examity places a barrier over the
testing window informing the student of the disconnection (in the event that it was
accidental) and providing the procedure to securely reconnect.

Students will attempt to disengage screen sharing during the exam.
o Our solution will force them into an Examity browser window that requests access to
their screen. The student will not be able to continue their exam without reengaging
the screen share.

Post-exam Auditing
To ensure maximum quality of proctoring results, our human auditing team will review a recording of
the exam session before releasing audio, video, and analytics to the dashboard. This is available in
our Live Premium, Live Standard, and Automated Premium options.
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Content Protection
Examity uses a variety of methods to ensure the security of testing materials during the exam
session. Throughout the exam, Examity will monitor both the desktop and the student, assisted by
software that employs seven years of machine learning, AI, and predictive analytics. Observation is
done both via the webcam to capture video and the student’s microphone to capture sound. In
addition, our lockdown browser functionality locks down the testing environment. This ensures the
security of testing materials during the exam session by preventing the ability to copy/paste or print
test materials.
Unique to Examity, if the student goes offline during the exam, our new software can automatically
block the exam in order to protect the integrity of the exam while a student is unmonitored in any of
our proctoring modalities. During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level of test security in the
market, proctors may intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can manually block the
screen if necessary. Keeping the same proctor throughout the exam, coupled with our low student-toproctor ratio and auditing process, also ensures higher security.

ADA Assistance
Examity provides test integrity solutions with a strong focus on accessibility, ensuring equitable
access for all students and instructors. Examity is fully compliant with Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Level A and Level AA for student and instructor roles.
Accessibility is a fundamental part of our development process. We continuously assess and update
our product and materials to meet the high standards and accessibility best practices established
within the WCAG Guidelines. We completed a full internal audit of our product on May 8, 2020 and
our completed Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) from that audit is available upon
request. An independent, third-party audit for Examity is planned for Q4 2020.
Testing was done using the NVDA (version 2019.3.1) screen reader and was optimized for this tool.
We are not aware of any compatibility issues with other technologies.
With Examity, it is easy to add special accommodations for specific students. From extra time to
assistive technology requirements, administrators can add unique accommodations with just a few
clicks. During a live proctored exam, the accommodation will be viewed by the proctor before the
student engages.
All proctors are trained on how to utilize each tool to assist a student’s needs. Please note that
extended time for students is at no cost as a courtesy. Our accommodation workflow is also available
in our automated solutions.
Below is a list of common accommodations we support:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extended time (the vast majority)
Use of chat for communication
Use of screen readers
Someone assisting with test (reading questions)
Allowed to read questions out loud
Additional breaks
Medications during test
Stretch breaks on camera
Off camera breaks
Diabetic testing, food & beverage allowed

Other Advanced Monitoring Features
Real-time analysis of video is done using tools originally developed by Google for training and
deploying machine learning models in the browser. Examity’s solution architecture, including our
human auditing process, allows us to blend incoming customer data with the mass amount of data
already processed in our systems from over seven years in the proctoring industry. This gives us the
ability to apply deep learning networks for classification and regression analysis, to observe trends
across utilization, academic integrity behavior, user satisfaction, and user experience. This mountain
of data in conjunction with publicly available data sets from Microsoft allow us to continually train
our algorithms so our clients get the most cutting-edge AI-drive solution on the market. We are
leveraging this work to add new features over the next few months that will significantly improve
student satisfaction while provided added layers of security.

2. Provide a description of the methods used to ensure integrity of exams, exam passwords, and the
testing environment (both the student’s location and access to online materials during the exam).
These methods should include visual and auditory observation.
Examity has various methods to protect exam integrity.
Prior to the start of the exam, we ask students to perform a 360° room pan to make sure a student
does not have access to any unauthorized resources and to confirm that they are alone in the room.
Any materials not authorized by the instructor would have to be removed before the student could
begin the exam.
Exam passwords are a key gatekeeper when it comes to online proctoring. Examity automatically
imports the exam password set in the LMS. Once the student has been authenticated and the exam
is launched, they will click our extension to insert the exam password. This ensures students cannot
access the exam without being proctored.
Students are continually monitored during the exam session through webcam, microphone, and
screen sharing.
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Restricting access to digital resources can be accomplished through the use of our lockdown
browser, available in live and automated proctoring sessions. By default, the webcam, audio, and
browser applications along with accessibility applications are allowed or whitelisted. Instructors are
able to input what sites should be whitelisted. Any devices that promote behavior such as mirroring,
recording, and tracking key logs are prohibited by default. Whitelisting sites can be toggled on/off by
faculty.
In addition, unique to Examity, if the student goes offline during the exam, our software can
automatically block the exam in order to protect the integrity of the exam while a student is
unmonitored in any of our proctoring modalities. During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level
of test security in the market, proctors may intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can
manually block the screen if necessary. Keeping the same proctor throughout the exam coupled with
our average one proctor for every two students and auditing process also ensures higher security.

3. Provide a description of your actionable plan to intervene in an exam where the integrity of the
exam has been compromised.
During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level of test security in the market, proctors may
intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can manually block the screen if necessary. Our
industry-leading student-to-proctor ratio, and our policy of never switching proctors ensures that
intervention happens immediately, rather than waiting for a pop-in proctor. In addition, in all of our
proctoring solutions, if a student goes offline during the exam, attempts to disable proctoring, or
disengage screen sharing, our software can automatically block the exam in order to protect the
integrity of the exam while a student is unmonitored.

4. Provide a description of your quality assurance processes to validate the proctor’s results before
submitting the results to the faculty.
To ensure maximum quality of proctoring results, our human auditing team will review a recording of
the exam session and authentication before releasing audio, video, and analytics to the dashboard.
Instructors will have access to this full recording, which shows the webcam view as well as everything
that happened on the student’s screen. Our auditing team undergoes a rigorous training process and
their first 20 hours as an auditor is done with a supervisor.
When the onus is on the instructor to audit results, as is this case with our competitors, instructors
must spend an average of 6 minutes per test. If you have an instructor with 100 students taking just
one exam that’s 10 hours of review time. Extrapolated across all faculty and proctored exams, the
savings are astounding.
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5. Provide a mechanism for a faculty member to share any video evidence of cheating, either by
downloading clips, streaming online, or some other similar mechanism should they need to take a
student before a review board. Note: Recorded sessions should be available for five years unless
available for download.
If instructors require a video file, whether for case building or to provide to a senior administrator
who is not a user, Examity can provide this via secure cloud drive, provided a request is submitted to
your account manager by the proper institution authority.
Exam data, including videos, is available on the instructor/administrator dashboard for 30 days. All
non-red flags are archived for an additional 30 days and then destroyed. All red flag videos are
available on the dashboard for one year. Requests for all recordings shall be made by the institution
to your dedicated account manager and will be available upon request, so long as all parties comply
with all laws, including, without limitation, FERPA. Client data is stored (including PII and ID images)
for the duration of the contract. Examity will deliver data in pipe-delimited encrypted format for
consumption upon the termination of contract/service with the client. Following the handover, we
follow standard data purge and destruction protocols and confirm in writing when completed.

6. Provide a description of mechanisms for protection of faculty content.
Examity uses a variety of methods to ensure the security of testing materials during the exam
session. Throughout the exam, Examity will monitor both the desktop and the student, assisted by
software that employs seven years of machine learning, AI, and predictive analytics. Observation is
done both via the webcam to capture video and the student’s microphone to capture sound. In
addition, our lockdown browser functionality locks down the testing environment. This ensures the
security of testing materials during the exam session by preventing the ability to copy/paste or print
test materials.
Unique to Examity, if the student goes offline during the exam, our new software can automatically
block the exam in order to protect the integrity of the exam while a student is unmonitored in any of
our proctoring modalities. During a Live Premium exam, the most secure level of test security in the
market, proctors may intervene in real-time if a violation is detected and can manually block the
screen if necessary. Keeping the same proctor throughout the exam, coupled with our low student-toproctor ratio and auditing process, also ensures higher security.
While some proctoring companies may offer a solution that purports to do find and eliminate test
information from the internet, what they are actually doing is a twofold approach that only gives the
illusion of removing illicit content. First, this solution generates an external website using your exam
content that has been optimized for search engines. When a student attempts to cheat by searching
for answers, they are brought to this site and reported. We view this as entrapment and don’t believe
it fosters a productive and transparent learning environment, it also unnecessarily exposes your
intellectual property. Next, they will use your exam content to search the web for answer banks but
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can only send DMCA copyright takedown notices to the offending party. This does not guarantee that
your exam content will be taken down.

7. Provide a description of how students are prevented from copying, pasting, and printing during
exams.
Examity’s lockdown browser functionality locks down the testing environment. This ensures the
security of testing materials during the exam session by preventing the ability to copy/paste, open
new tabs and windows, or print test materials.

8. Provide a description of exam durations being offered.
Examity typically proctors exam between 1-3 hours. However, we can accommodate whatever exam
length is required, including 5-8-hour exams. During implementation, we would work with
administrators to ensure that our proctor operations team incorporates a plan in place to
accommodate longer exams. When scheduling exams exceeding 3 hours, Examity requires
coordination with the account manager to ensure successful outcomes.
Our low ratio and commitment to continuing with the same proctor makes a significant difference in
the service for students taking long exams. We will be true consultants, offering suggestions in best
practices for handling longer exams, minimizing security gaps and personnel handoffs.

9. How are student accommodations verified, provided, and monitored?
With Examity, it is easy to add special accommodations for specific students. From extra time to
assistive technology requirements, administrators can add unique accommodations at the course
level with just a few clicks. During a live proctored exam, the accommodation will be viewed by the
proctor before the student engages.
All proctors are trained on how to utilize each tool to assist a student’s needs. Please note that
extended time for students is at no cost as a courtesy. Our accommodation workflow is also available
in our automated solutions where things will need to be set up in the LMS.
Below is a list of common accommodations we support:
•
•
•
•
•

Extended time (the vast majority)
Use of Chat for communication
Use of Screen readers
Someone assisting with test (reading questions)
Allowed to read questions out loud
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•
•
•
•
•

Additional Breaks
Medications during test
Stretch breaks on Camera
Off Camera Breaks
Diabetic testing, Food & beverage allowed

10. Will the Solution be able to be used at off-campus premises (testing centers)?
We are currently working with a variety of clients who plan to utilize their own proctors through our
system, including a testing center model. We are happy to discuss your needs further and share our
roadmap timing and functionality.
B. Software/Hardware
1. Software/Hardware – Provide a detailed description of the following features:
Proctoring Solution Platform
Examity has been providing industry-leading online proctoring in higher education since 2013.
Offering an all in one solution for all proctoring needs, what sets Examity apart is our robust support
and superior scale. Our position in the marketplace was achieved by our unique and flexible offering
of one platform and one workflow for all users, no matter what proctoring solution selected,
automated through to live, allowing instructors and administrators to choose the level of security that
fit their needs. While others in the market followed our lead and began to incorporate this multimodal approach, time has shown that this approach is hard to mimic without truly investing in each
solution, the student and instructor experience, and a top-tier support team.
Examity's platform, spanning ID verification and online proctoring, includes seamless LMS
integration, comprehensive reporting, and industry leading 24/7/365 technical and customer
support. With a strong emphasis on flexibility, Examity allows instructors to select the appropriate
level of security (from automated through to live) for each unique situation.
●

Multimodal Proctoring: Examity’s solution provides instructors with the flexibility to select the
solution (automated through to live) that best fits their needs – whether they are managing a
quiz, a midterm, or a final exam.

●

Extensive Integration Expertise: Examity’s developed a true expertise for implementation
through our work with hundreds of clients. We support and integrate with all commercial and
proprietary learning management systems, including D2L. We are the only proctoring solution
to achieve LTI 1.3 certification by IMS Global, the gold standard in interoperability, we are
able to provide deeper integration and greater security for our partner.
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●

Premium Support Services: Examity’s support is unmatched. We have a robust support
structure in place to address any and all student concerns. Our team of over 1,500 helpful
experts, provides students with 24/7/365 support through online chat, email, and phone,
giving them the freedom to contact us however they feel the most comfortable.

●

Efficiency and Scale: Examity’s superior ability to scale, while maintaining the highest level of
support and efficiencies, is the reason we are the market leader. It is an absolute necessity
when providing proctoring and something that our competitors have not been able to
replicate. It is also the reason why we can proctor over three million exams per year and still
have an average wait time of less than one minute, the lowest in the industry.

●

Robust Reporting: Examity provides one-touch access to reporting and analytics. From
student satisfaction to violation reports and video files, our reporting provides you with the
information you need to immediately assess and address student activity.

Hosting options
All client data, including videos are stored in the United States at Rackspace, a SSAE-16 certified
data center with primary and backup facilities in Dallas and Chicago, respectively. Our data retention
protocols include the process of transmission, encryption, control, and delivery of data elements via
role-based authentication and authorization, enabled by single sign-on (SSO) from the client's
systems. We have standard database-wide encryption and PGP 4096-bit encryption (Diffie Hellman
Algorithm) used for data security at transmission and at rest.
The Examity platform itself is hosted on a hybrid cloud leveraging Azure and AWS.

LMS integrations
Examity’s developed a true expertise for integration through our work with hundreds of clients.
Examity has built a best-in-class LTI integration with all other commercial and proprietary learning
management systems including, but not limited to, Brightspace, Blackboard, Moodle, and Sakai. Our
single sign-on (SSO) creates a seamless integration with the LMS, eliminating the need for additional
username and passwords. Instructors, administrators, and students will access Examity through
their existing LMS credentials.
We automatically import all information needed to proctor exams via API, allowing information to be
made available in real-time. Our import includes course data (instructor name, email, and course
name), student data (first name, last name, and email address), and exam parameters (exam name,
duration, URL to access the exam, test window, and password). We do not import the actual exam
As a testament to our dedication to data privacy and protection, Examity became LTI 1.3 certified in
September of 2019. This certification is the gold standard in education technology. We are the first
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and still only online proctoring provider to be certified at the new standards. This means that we
provide the most secure LMS integration on the market. No other proctoring company can claim this.
LTI, or Learning Tools Interoperability, is an education technology standard developed by the IMS
Global Learning Consortium. It specifies the method for a learning system to integrate with outside
applications like Examity. What’s more, our integration gives you the flexibility to leverage whatever
additional testing tools you currently use. While other tools rely on an embedded integration that
limits your ability to test outside the LMS and locks universities into one workflow, Examity’s solution
can proctor inside or outside the LMS. In today’s climate, universities require that we adapt as
quickly as they do, so our solution is built to transition smoothly from one platform to another.

Publisher Platform integrations
Examity successfully proctors students in any test or publisher platform, including Cengage, Pearson,
and McGraw-Hill products to name a few. Like other proctoring companies, we are not limited to
proctoring only in an institution’s LMS. Our solution architecture means integration is not necessary
with these third-party platforms. Course, instructor, and student roster information resides in the
LMS. Only the exam resides in the third-party test platform, so we have set up workflows in order to
facilitate a seamless proctoring experience with the external applications of your choosing. Examity
securely launches students into these platforms and continually monitors the exam as a proctoring
layer on top. This process provides the greatest degree of compatibility possible as you add various
programs.

Data Centers (locations)
All client data, including videos are stored in the United States at Rackspace, a SSAE-16 certified
data center with primary and backup facilities in Dallas and Chicago, respectively.

Third-party or subcontractor partnerships or involvement
Examity proctors and supports the majority of exams with our own full-time employees based in two
proctoring and support centers in India. We have engaged with two workforce contractors to support
our global proctoring operations as demand has risen and the need for geographical diversity grows
with COVID-19. These organizations build and train global teams for Examity, ensuring business
continuity should any of our centers be closed due to forces beyond our control (COVID-19, etc.).
Once hired, employees of these organizations serve as proctors and support operators who work
100% with Examity.
NIIT Technologies: A leading global IT solutions organization with 36 years of experience in 40
countries, NIIT Technologies helps companies transform at the intersect of unparalleled domain
expertise and emerging technologies to achieve real-world business impact.
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OP360: Providing intelligent business process outsourcing for companies of all sizes, OP360 helps
companies access a highly skilled and reliable global workforce to ensure they meet their needs.

System scalability
Examity’s superior ability to scale, while maintaining the highest level of support and efficiency, is the
reason we are the market leader. It is an absolute necessity when providing proctoring and
something that our competitors have not been able to replicate. It is also the reason why we are
projected to proctor over 3.5 million exams in 2020 and still have an average wait time of less than
one minute, the lowest in the industry.
Examity’s High availability and scaling cloud environment is applied across infrastructure, application
and operations. We have high availability with redundancy infrastructure across web, app and
databases horizontal and vertical to scale the processing power, and memory elastically to handle
high scale transactions. We are backed with a strong business continuity setup across technology
and process operations, to handle the scale as well as availability to meet the requirements in
Infrastructure and application throttling. Examity is hosted on Azure infrastructure.

System redundancy and availability
Examity maintains 99.95% up-time and has a robust configuration, patch, and change management
process with full redundancy in place for performance and scalability. In the event of an unplanned
outage of services, Examity will notify PASSHE contacts within 60 minutes of the outage and provide
updates to PASSHE contacts every four hours that detail the corrective actions taken and the status
of such actions. Examity will also provide details surrounding the root cause of the outage.
We have setup options to ensure database availability by utilizing replication and clustering. We
accomplish this by building redundancy for our databases using replication to back up the data from
the master database server to a replica database server. In the event of a failure on the master
database server, the replica database server can take over and fulfill the role of the database while
the master database server is being repaired. We configure our applications to support replication
and failover to the replica database server. We also have an active-passive database server cluster
configuration. In a cluster, the active database server is connected via fiber to SAN storage. The
environment also includes a passive database server for failover. The operating system and
application are stored on the server, while the database is stored on the SAN. Should we experience
hardware or application failure in the active database server, the application will failover to the
passive database server. Here, failover is measured in seconds, requires no manual intervention,
and is often unseen by the application due to the minimal availability disruption associated with an
automated failover. Only the cluster database service itself needs to restart to resume operation on
the other node.
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Backup and recovery strategy
We manage redundancy to handle power outages by providing redundant datacenter power and
onsite diesel generators. Our data centers deliver a zero-downtime network, and our servers receive
continuous internet connectivity, providing an unparalleled experience for our customers and their
end-users. Engineers are on-site 24/7/365 to ensure backups are always running and to conduct
emergency restores if needed. Our provisioning system allows us to deliver faster operating system
re-installs for our customers as needed. Our datacenter has dedicated personnel that maintains
onsite part inventories and guarantees the replacement of failed hardware within a single hour. We
verify our compliance on an annual schedule. Examity maintains a 24-hour RPO and 24-hour RTO.

Disaster recovery, testing and business continuity plans
Below, we have highlighted some major components that ensure continuity of our proctoring
solution.
Proctor and Support Teams:
Over the course of the pandemic, we have increased the number of centers we are leveraging to
four, drastically increasing the geographic diversity to ensure business continuity and a high level of
service. With data privacy and security being among our highest priorities, we have also architected a
robust virtual private network and virtual machine infrastructure so that we may maintain the same
industry-leading level of security if a hybrid “work from home” model is required. Moving forward, we
will work on a flexible model that focuses primarily on geographically diverse proctoring centers, with
the flexibility to quickly shift to a remote, work from home model when necessary.
Availability:
Our high-availability environment mitigates the risk of unplanned service disruptions through a
combination of system processes, software, hardware, and infrastructure components, all backed by
our dedicated 24/7/365 engineering support team. Our design eliminates single points of failure
and decreases the impact of planned disruptions, such as upgrades or maintenance windows.
Examity maintains 99.95% up-time and has a robust configuration, patch, and change management
process with full redundancy in place for performance and scalability. In the event of an unplanned
outage of services, Examity will notify client contacts within 60 minutes of the outage and provide
updates to client contacts every four hours that detail the corrective actions taken and the status of
such actions. Examity will also provide details surrounding the root cause of the outage. Examity
maintains a 24-hour RPO and 24-hour RTO.
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2. Data – Provide a detailed description of the following features:
Data encryption in transit and at rest
Our data retention protocols include the process of transmission, encryption, control, and delivery of
data elements via role-based authentication and authorization, enabled by single sign-on (SSO) from
the client's systems. We have standard database-wide encryption and PGP 4096-bit encryption
(Diffie Hellman Algorithm) used for data security at transmission and at rest.

Security – data access and protection
All client data, including videos are stored in the United States at Rackspace, a SSAE-16 certified
data center with primary and backup facilities in Dallas and Chicago, respectively. Our data retention
protocols include the process of transmission, encryption, control, and delivery of data elements via
role-based authentication and authorization, enabled by single sign-on (SSO) from the client's
systems. We have standard database-wide encryption and PGP 4096-bit encryption (Diffie Hellman
Algorithm) used for data security at transmission and at rest.
Examity has a range of auditing & monitoring instrumentation of the environment, log analysis,
anomaly detection, event management, SIEM, etc.
Specifically, we perform active 24x7 monitoring for security events, including but not limited to,
regularly reviewing and analyzing audit logs, logging for ingress and egress communication,
monitoring and login attempts and authentication failures, security monitoring and logging for access
to critical system files, security monitoring and logging for suspicious activity (e.g. on the network,
database, IDS, IPS), logging for access to personal or sensitive information, access to critical data.
The following chart is an illustration of Examity’s approach to security, including leadership oversight
and adherence to rigorous certifications and protocols.
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Data breaches
A dedicated communication and resolution team handles our documented incident response plan
and data breach management protocol. In the event of a data breach, clients will be notified within
24 hours. The dedicated account manager handles all communications through the life cycle of the
incident, root cause, and resolution documentation, and executes the process with the management,
IT, Engineering, and other third-party personnel that need to be included in the resolution process.
Our incident management plan is reviewed annually.

Ownership of data
PASSHE will be the data controller, retaining ownership over the data, Examity is simply the data
processor and, at the termination of services, will ensure that all client data delivered as outlined
below.

Termination of services; what happens to the data?
Client data is stored (including PII and ID images) for the duration of the contract. Examity will deliver
data in pipe-delimited encrypted format for consumption upon the termination of contract/service
with the client. Following the handover, we follow standard data purge and destruction protocols and
confirm in writing when completed.

Restrictions on amount of data stored on the proposed solution
There are no restrictions on the amount of data stored, only the time period. Exam data, regardless
of size is available on the instructor/administrator dashboard for 30 days. All non-red flags are
archived for an additional 30 days and then destroyed. All red flag videos are available on the
dashboard for one year.
3. Security – Provide a detailed description of the following features:
Restrictions on number of users accessing the proposed solution
Our team is typically staffed to handle 11,000 exams/day. We are able to increase our capacity with
notice. We can support incremental demand and organic growth with our normal capacity planning. If
there is an anomaly influx of 500 exams in a 24-hour period, Examity can make that work.
While we understand clients may wish to maintain a simultaneous testing schedule, this is not a best
practice in the online proctoring industry and we strongly recommend asynchronous testing. Online
students are dealing with technology and require flexibility. Examity recommends a 24-48-hour
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window at a minimum. This is a result of our experience proctoring millions of exams combined with
established best practices for online assessments.
Those that feel strongly about testing at the same time, might also consider overlapping student
start times in 30-minute increments so that many students overlap.

Student Privacy
At Examity, ensuring trust in the exams that we proctor has always been our top priority. We have a
Chief Information Security officer that heads up our privacy and data protection strategy with a
particular consideration for test taker demographics. We understand the privacy questions and
concerns that come with the use of data for online proctoring and exam monitoring, and we know
how important it is to be clear about what we do with student data, and, more importantly, what we
don’t do.
What We Do:
● We use students' names, email, photo ID, digital signature, and challenge questions to
validate their identity before taking an exam.
● We use students' phones and email to make sure our support team provides effective
support.
● We use students' names and email to confirm that they are registered to take an exam as
well as send them reminders about it.
● We use their time zone to show them the right exam schedule.
What We Don’t Do:
●
●
●
●

We do not sell, share, or market student data to third-parties.
We do not analyze student data to infer more information about them.
We do not store student data past the length of our contract with your
institution/organization.
We do not use student information to sell or market to them.

Security-related policies and procedures to which the Offeror’s employees are required to adhere
Examity complies with international privacy regulations and laws, including those listed below. That
means that you can feel secure that our privacy and security practices meet the highest standards
for online proctoring.
FERPA: Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974
FIPPA: Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
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GDPR: The General Data Protection Regulation
COPPA: The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
HIPAA: The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act

Web usability and ADA compliant accessibility of the proposed solution
Examity provides test integrity solutions with a strong focus on accessibility, ensuring equitable
access for all students and instructors. Examity (20.5) is fully compliant with Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Level A and Level AA for student and instructor roles.
Accessibility is a fundamental part of our development process. We continuously assess and update
our product and materials to meet the high standards and accessibility best practices established
within the WCAG Guidelines. We completed a full internal audit of our latest product version (Examity
20.5) on May 8, 2020 and our completed Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) from that
audit is available upon request. An independent, third-party audit for Examity 20.6 is planned for Q3
2020.
Testing was done using the NVDA (version 2019.3.1) screen reader and was optimized for this tool.
We are not aware of any compatibility issues with other technologies.

Proctoring tools must be IMS Global Certified
We are the only proctoring solution to achieve LTI® 1.3 certification by IMS Global, the gold standard
in interoperability, we are able to provide deeper integration and greater security for our partner.
Examity was also the first online proctoring provider to adopt the LTI® Proctoring Services standard
by IMS Global Learning Consortium. Built on the innovative IMS Learning Tools Interoperability®
standard, LTI Proctoring Services aligns with best-in-class learning management systems and
assessment platforms to deliver a credible and secure user experience for students, administrators,
and proctors.
The IMS LTI Proctoring Services standard is designed to enable assessment platforms to integrate
seamlessly and securely with proctoring technologies. The standard will allow Examity to further
streamline the entire proctoring and test-taking process, facilitating an easier exam setup,
simplifying the user experience for students, and reducing instructors’ time reviewing proctoring
results.
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C. Technical and Customer Support
Provide a detailed description of the following:
How is training provided to LMS staff, distance education services staff, faculty and students? Are
ongoing training resources such as user documentation, how-to videos, and step-by-step instructions
readily available in formats that allow for easy dissemination on institution’s website, by e-mail, or by
hard copy?
We are dedicated to ensuring all users are comfortable with our software and processes. With this in
mind, we look at training as an ongoing process for our clients at no additional cost. At the start of
the engagement, we will offer complete training for all team members (virtual, on-campus, group,
and one-on-one). Understanding that team members change, and programs may grow, we always
offer additional training for your team.
Onboarding: As part of the onboarding process, instructors and administrators are given unlimited,
live training sessions with a dedicated account manager. These sessions last between one to one
and a half hours. As your programs grow, the Examity account manager will also provide one-on-one
or group training to all future users. In addition, the Examity account manager is accessible for any
questions that may arise once training is complete. At the conclusion of the training, instructors and
administrators are provided everything, including language to use in syllabi, email toolkits, and
announcements.
Ongoing: On an ongoing basis, Examity will continue to provide consulting services and
documentation for admins, instructors, and students in support of best practices for online learning
and proctored assessments. Consulting services and documentation are always customized to your
needs, ensuring a smooth onboarding process for all. These services are considered a part of the
overall solution that Examity will provide; there are no additional charges for our custom training or
documentation.
Resources: Typical documentation materials include: LMS-specific instructor/admin guide, video
tutorials, instructor/admin email templates, student guide, syllabus language and free automated
practice tests. We also maintain a robust student FAQ repository on our website for easy access. In
addition, we have the largest and most effective support team in the industry to provide 24/7/365
support to your students if any issues arise.
Materials are updated regularly based on product updates and feedback from support staff and
account managers. For instance, if we see an increase in support tickets for a particular issue, we
can update the product itself or the communication materials in order to provide the best possible
experience.
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Technical support for faculty, staff, and students
Support is the cornerstone of the Examity solution. Being able to provide a high level of support is
one of the most important value-drivers in online proctoring. This is achieved through scale and
training.
Our business is built on our ability to leverage our 1,500+ proctor and support staff to be available
and ultra-responsive regardless of the volume of requests and the time of year. We do not offer
“service hours” or require students and faculty to leave messages in hopes that someone will
contact them back quickly.
Examity’s support team goes through a rigorous training process and have come to us with years of
experience from companies such as Dell, Google, and Microsoft. This allows them to answer
everything from simple platform questions to providing complex technical troubleshooting.
Because the needs of faculty and students are different, we created two separate support
structures:
Student Support: Examity offers students support 24/7/365 via live chat, email, or phone. With a
straightforward workflow, the Examity dashboard is easy to navigate for all steps in the student
process - from profile creation to exam launch. If the need comes up, students are encouraged to
contact Examity for assistance, i.e. profile setup help, scheduling or rescheduling an exam, or
making sure their computer meets our system requirements. If a student is authenticating or taking
an exam with a live proctor, Examity will troubleshoot with the student in real-time. All technical
support issues are tracked within Examity’s ticketing system and are reviewed by management.
Faculty/Administrative Support: Examity provides faculty and administrators with a dedicated
account manager, who can facilitate support during both normal and non-traditional hours, and
especially during heavy testing periods. Your dedicated account manager will be with you from the
very beginning, from implementation and training to ongoing support throughout our contract. We do
this because we believe that a strong relationship with open communication yields the best results.
The Examity platform is very easy to navigate and requires minimal ramp up time but having a
dedicated representative at your fingertips instills a sense of comfort and confidence for institutions.

Technologies required on devices being used by students (i.e., web cam, microphone, etc.)
Examity requires a laptop, desktop computer or Chromebook, 2GB or more of RAM, microphone and
speakers, and a webcam.

Support of devices, operating systems, and web browsers
Examity supports Windows 7 or later, Mac OS X 10.8 or later, and ChromeOS.
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Examity is fully browser-based, requiring no additional software. We currently support Google
Chrome. Microsoft Edge is currently in testing, and Firefox is on the product roadmap.

Third-party integrations
Examity has built a best-in-class integration with all commercially available learning management
systems and many proprietary systems. Examity successfully proctors students in any test or
homework platform, including Cengage, Pearson, and McGraw-Hill products unlike other proctoring
companies who can only proctor in an institution’s LMS. Our solution architecture means integration
is not necessary with these third-party platforms. Course, instructor, and student roster information
resides in the LMS. Only the exam resides in the third-party test platform, so we have set up
workflows in order to facilitate a seamless proctoring experience with the external applications of
your choosing. Examity securely launches students into these platforms and continually monitors the
exam as a proctoring layer on top. This process provides the greatest degree of compatibility
possible as you add various programs.

Active Directory
For some clients, we do provide custom integrations with their Student Information System (SIS)
using LDAP Active Directory as well in order to pull data elements not typically found in the LMS. For
instance, if a client would like student ID photos to be pulled in via RESTful APIs from the SIS, rather
than uploaded by the student. We can discuss with you what the appropriate integration would be to
best fit your needs.

Customer Support Operations (assistance for users with difficulties accessing or using the solution,
account manager’s role)
Examity offers students support 24/7/365 via live chat, email, or phone. With a straightforward
workflow, the Examity dashboard is easy to navigate for all steps in the student process - from profile
creation to exam launch. If the need comes up, students are encouraged to contact Examity for
assistance, i.e. profile setup help, scheduling or rescheduling an exam, or making sure their
computer meets our system requirements. If a student is authenticating or taking
an exam with a live proctor, Examity will troubleshoot with the student in real-time. All technical
support issues are tracked within Examity’s ticketing system and are reviewed by management.
In addition, Examity provides faculty and administrators with a dedicated account manager, who can
facilitate support during both normal and non-traditional hours and especially during heavy testing
periods.
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Available ordering methods – online ordering, order tracking, search options, order history
Examity can support a variety of payment options. In Examity’s “student pay” model, students are
asked to submit payment once a date and time for their exam has been confirmed. Students will be
prompted to enter a credit or debit card through an Examity pay screen.
Examity also has a “university pay” model in which billing is on a monthly basis and invoiced
according to usage for that month. Invoices will not include taxes for which an exemption applies.
We can also structure a hybrid model where the client would be responsible for proctoring fees and
billed monthly and students would be responsible for any additional fees associated and prompted
for payment upon scheduling. Examity fees are only tied to proctored exams; there are no recurring
fees for anything additional such as implementation, training, or ongoing support.
After working with over 350 universities, we understand that managing budget restrictions is
absolutely critical for a successful online testing strategy at any institution. Institutions need the right
proctoring solution at the right time. That’s why each school will have an account manager that will
work with them to ensure our billing approach matches their budget and financial planning. While
some solutions on the market may try to force-fit one pricing model that makes proctoring available
across all courses, this can often lead to overuse of the tool, quickly resulting in cost overruns.
Examity will work with your administrators to ensure the right courses use our solution and the
appropriate proctoring security levels are utilized. Our account managers act as strategic advisors so
that the right solution is in place for each testing scenario with considerations made for exam
integrity and budget. This includes monthly usage reports by proctoring level, monthly and daily exam
counts, and stop gaps in place to help each school manage their budget.

III.4. Reporting Needs
Provide a description and samples of available data reports. Do they include the length of exams,
number of exams, list of students registered? Are customized reports available
Examity offers unmatched, one-touch access to reporting and analytics that can provide insight to
the student experience. From student satisfaction to violation reports and video files, our reporting
provides you with the information you need to immediately assess and address student activity.
Our standard reports include:
•

•

Schedule Status: View how many of your students scheduled a proctoring session for your
exam. You may send reminder emails to those students who have not yet scheduled a
session via this report
Schedule Details: This report provides a summary of scheduled appointments with a rundown of the details.
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•
•
•

Exam Status: This is the most comprehensive report, providing you with scheduled
appointment details and the flags/comments associated with proctored exams.
Evaluations: Students are prompted to take a satisfaction survey after they have completed
an exam with Examity.
Launch Times: This report will show you the time it takes between authentication beginning
and when the student clicks “Begin Exam.”

Examity can also create customized dashboards for client administrators who only require very highlevel reporting user response time and system performance. Common metrics include usage by
proctoring level, overall exam count (daily or monthly), wait and launch times, monthly billing, and/or
violations.

D. Value-Added Services

Describe in detail any value-added services that the Supplier can provide. This includes but is not
limited to competitive advantages, efficiencies, and optional services distinct from the main
technical requirements.
Automated Practice Exams:
Examity provides unlimited automated practice exams to allow students to get familiar with our
platform prior to their exam. Our training sessions and instructor materials provide clear instructions
for how to set up these exams. There are no costs for these automated exams. We also maintain a
robust student resource center with user guides and troubleshooting tips, as well as an FAQ
repository on our website for easy access.
Pencil-to-paper Exams:
Examity is the only provider on the market that has proven to effectively accommodate pencil-topaper exams at scale. Examity’s recommended method of proctoring pencil-to-paper exams is using
Live Premium. We ensure that exams are kept confidential and secure using special instructions, all
while being monitored and facilitated by a human proctor. Examity will consult each instructor by
providing best practices around paper exams and what configuration best fits their requirements.
The following is one configuration that we recommend, which involves using Examity to both store
and submit the exam: When configuring their exam in Examity, instructors will click “Yes” to allow the
student to upload the completed exam.
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Next, they’ll upload the exam into supporting documents.

Then, instructors will provide any instructions to be read by the proctor to ensure the exam is
submitted securely.

That’s it! Once the exam is complete, instructors will access the uploaded file from their dashboard
and view exam results just like any other exam.
Student Experience: Students will be launched into Examity from the LMS and select their exam from
the dashboard, just like any other exam. During the authentication process, as a part of the
environment check, students must show both sides of any scrap paper to the proctor to make sure it
is blank. Once the authentication process is complete and the test environment is secure, the Excel,
Word, or PDF document will be available to students for download.
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Proctors will monitor the student during the exam to ensure the test is taken fairly as in all proctoring
scenarios. At the conclusion of the exam, the student will follow the proctor’s instructions, as
provided by the instructor to either scan the exam or snap pictures using their phone and add to
their desktop. To submit, students return to their dashboard and click “Upload Files” next to the
exam.

Examity’s solution ensures the same level of security provided in written exams as any other type of
exam. There several ways to modify this workflow and your dedicated account manager will work
with you to determine the best fit for you and your students.
Addressing Potential Bias in AI:
Automated proctoring from any provider on the market relies on robust AI and machine learning to
provide effective proctoring. With the use of AI, there is inherent bias due to how models are trained.
Examity is the only proctoring provider actively working to reduce bias in our AI. Bias in AI is currently
an active area of research in the machine learning community, who have identified at least five
significant causes of bias in AI models: sample bias, exclusion bias, experimenter bias, prejudice
bias, and measurement bias.
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As we monitor and refine our models, addressing bias is a chief concern, and we are working to
address bias through the following:
•

Supervised Learning: As we build our models, we assess the data that we train the models
with - more specifically - providing clear examples of cheating and not cheating - so that the
machine learns to distinguish between the two.

•

Diverse Data Sets: The data that we apply to our model comes from a diverse test-taker
population, representing many different types of learners. These data sets present strong
representation across race, gender, and age. In truth, we do not have a single standard type
of test-taker, which reduces the risk of bias in our data selection.

•

Data Monitoring: In Q4 of 2020, we will begin working on the concept of an AI model that will
audit our proctoring results and assess potential bias within our data. We are in the early
stages of exploring how we build and feed this model.

Implementation Timeline
Examity is available to begin implementation immediately after contract signing. Examity has a 30day end-to-end implementation process and is confident we can meet the implementation
completion targets of your member institutions.
Examity is committed to a smooth implementation, including training for proctors. To ensure a
successful rollout, Examity coordinates a five-point implementation process for every new
partnership. This process includes the following steps:
•

•

•

Parameters: Examity feels it is crucial to begin any partnership with a shared understanding
of goals and logistics. To this end, Examity will host an initial kick-off call with a PASSHE
institution to understand their needs. These meetings bring together individuals involved in
the technical integration, implementation, and support at each institution and Examity. We
then outline targeted launch dates, identify appropriate contacts and roles, and create an
overall solution workflow.
Integration: Organization is vital to a successful rollout, which is why we create a task and
milestones document to outline the process. Examity’s senior technical success manager will
discuss this document with each institution and go over our integration stages, which
consists of requirements, data configuration, system validation/testing, and deployment.
Communication: Examity considers regular ongoing communication with our clients to be an
essential part of our services. Examity will provide support throughout the relationship,
including quarterly business updates and reviews, contract and billing management, and
consultation on strategic best practices for usage.
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•

•

Training: We are committed to making sure all users are comfortable with our software and
processes. With this in mind, we look at training as an ongoing process for our clients. We
offer complete training, including virtual, onsite, group, and one-on-one, for all of your team
members. We also know that teams can change, and programs may grow, which is why we
will always offer additional training whenever you need it. Examity also provides custom
communication and training documentation and videos for administrators, staff, and testtakers.
Support: Examity’s support team is unmatched. Along with your account manager, you will
have access to on-demand support 24/7/365. Prior to launch, you’ll be introduced to the
roles and responsibilities of our support team, so that we can help with all of your needs.

Throughout this process, Examity team members are assigned action items for each part of the
implementation. Weekly or bi-weekly meetings are scheduled (as needed) depending on the size and
scope of the assigned action items.
On the next page, we’ve included our proposed timeline for implementing services.
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Partnership Agreement

Include a detailed response to Appendix C, Exhibit A, OMNIA Partners Response for National
Cooperative contract via the State System’s eProcurement Exchange by the Submission Date/Time
listed in Section I.3 of this RFP. Responses should highlight experience, demonstrate a strong
national presence, describe how offeror will educate its national sales force about the contract,
describe how products and services will be distributed nationwide, include a plan for marketing the
products and services nationwide, and describe how volume will be tracked and reported to OMNIA
Partners.
Examity is the ideal online proctoring provider to execute the ambitious goals outlined in Appendix C,
Exhibit A, OMNIA Partners Response for National Cooperative contract. OMNIA Partners has a
sterling reputation as this country’s largest and most experienced cooperative purchasing
organization in the public sector. Its work as a trusted resource and partner for organizations and
institutions across the country has unlocked unquestionable value for its participants by providing
access to leading vendors at competitive prices. Participants across state and local government,
higher education, K-12 education, and non-profits have not only reaped economic benefits from the
economies of scale provided by the organization, but also innumerable strategic benefits by being
part of a cooperative that prioritizes the public good. Examity not only aligns with the values that
OMNIA Partners demonstrates in this pursuit, but also in our approach to collaborative, synergistic
partnerships that drive value for all stakeholders.
Below we have outlined what makes Examity the ideal online proctoring partner to make this
collaboration with OMNIA Partners and Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education a success.
We believe a successful partnership comes from selecting the vendor with the greatest depth and
breadth of experience, a clear plan for adoption and implementation, and a defined proposal for
tracking our progress together.
Experience: Examity has over 500 clients, including 361 institutions and organizations across the
U.S. with test-takers in all 50 states. We’ve been providing best-in-class live and automated
proctoring to these clients since 2013 and we are on track to proctor 3.5 million exams in 2020. Our
depth of experience can be captured in the partnership-approach we take with our clients, often
developing custom workflows to meet their goals. Unlike others in the market, we don’t think of
online proctoring as an out-of-the box solution that requires clients to modify their approach. At
Examity, we recognize that organizations and institutions are complex groups that require flexibility
on the part of their providers. Our ability to adapt allows us to tailor our solution and implement
exactly what our clients envision. While we partner with numerous clients at the institution level, we
also have a wide variety of partnerships with prominent higher education systems, membership
groups, content providers, admissions and placement exams, NCLEX prep nursing exams,
standardized exams, and test platforms. Such partners include Kaplan, the College Board
(ACCUPLACER), and GMAC. These partnerships depend on our ability to effectively implement with,
market to, and advocate for their constituents. Examity has the experience to understand how to
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effectively achieve the goals of the cooperative while uniquely solving challenges at the individual
level. We will bring this experience to bear in working with OMNIA Partners and PASSHE to drive
adoption and make our solution as accessible as possible.
Adoption: The recipient of this contract will need to effectively collaborate with OMNIA partners to
develop and deploy effective marketing, sales, and administration plans. Our team will work with
your assigned Director of Partner Development to develop a comprehensive strategy to promote the
Master Agreement to your constituents. This will involve stakeholders from sales, marketing, training,
operations, and support. Our marketing team will ensure that compelling marketing messaging
(including collateral and thought leadership) is executed through an omnichannel approach
including, web, trade shows, advertising, social media, email, and PR.
Our approach will also include robust training for the OMNIA Partners sales team to ensure they
understand our product as thoroughly as our own teams. Examity will collaborate with OMNIA
Partners to reach participating and prospecting public agencies through individual and joint sales
calls, customer service, and training sessions. We will also work with OMNIA Partners contracting
teams as outlined in Appendix C.
Our sales team will be effectively trained and briefed to actively sell through this Master Agreement
to ensure that organizations and institutions can take advantage of this cooperative. Examity has a
nationwide sales presence that will drive new business as well as further adoption by existing
cooperative members. Our well-tested integration process will ensure seamless implementations
and our proven ability to scale will provide the robust infrastructure to maintain our industry-leading
wait times and support metrics.
Tracking Success: As with any deployment, whether at the individual or cooperative level, tracking
success is critical. Our success metrics for this agreement can be broken into two categories: new
business growth and increased adoption with existing members. OMNIA Partners will receive monthly
briefings on usage statistics, exam counts, billing, and other KPIs that may be defined by OMNIA
Partners for current clients, as well as sales metrics reviewing pipeline and recently closed deals. We
have experience with a diversity of membership groups to draw on, but we are also open to the
reporting mechanism that would most suit OMNIA Partners and our shared goals.
To conclude, Examity will bring seven years of broad and deep experience in online proctoring,
coupled with proven strategies for driving adoption, and clear reporting for tracking success to
ensure a long and successful partnership with OMNIA Partners and PASSHE members.
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EXAMITY SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Services Agreement (the “Agreement”) is entered into as of the ___________ day of
__________________, 2020 (the “Effective Date”), by and between ________________________, with
an address of ___________________________ (“Customer”) and Examity Inc., with an address of 153
Needham St., Newton, MA 02464 (“Examity”). Customer and Examity hereby agree as follows:
1. Services: Examity owns certain proprietary products (including proprietary hardware and software)
related to the monitoring of online examinations, including without limitation the Examity web site
(the “Examity System”). Utilizing the Examity System, Examity agrees to provide the online
examination services to Customer further detailed on Exhibit A attached hereto (the “Services”).
2. Examity Obligations: Examity shall provide the Services as detailed on Exhibit A attached hereto.
Nothing contained herein shall prohibit Examity from providing the same or similar Services to any
other parties, including without limitation competitors of Customer. Examity shall make each
examination recording available to Customer and the applicable class professor (“Customer Parties”)
through the Examity System for thirty (30) days after such recording is made. All recordings will be
archived for an additional thirty (30) days (except that any red-flagged examination will be archived
for an additional one (1) year period) and will be available upon request from Examity so long as all
parties comply with all laws, including without limitation the Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA). After such period, recordings will be destroyed. Requests for all recordings shall be
made by the Customer Parties to the applicable Examity account manager. Examity represents that it
is duly authorized and empowered to execute, deliver and perform the Agreement; that such action
does not conflict with or violate any provision of law, rules or regulation, contract, deed of trust, or
other instrument to which it is a party or to which any of its property is subject; and that this
Agreement is a valid and binding obligation enforceable in accordance with its terms. Examity
agrees that it will make best or reasonable efforts to accommodate Service requests as referenced in
Section 3 below, but it cannot guarantee that all requests (even requests made prior to twenty-four
hours before an examination) will be accommodated.
3. Customer Obligations: Prior to any examination, Customer shall provide, in electronic form, to
Examity the examination, the names of all students taking the examination and all examination rules
and requirements. Each request for Services for an examination, along with all submissions as
referenced above, shall be made no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to such examination;
provided, however, that Examity shall make reasonable efforts to accommodate any requests made
within twenty-four (24) hours of an examination. Customer represents and warrants that it is duly
authorized and empowered to execute, deliver and perform the Agreement and provide the student
and exam information referenced above; that such action does not conflict with or violate any
provision of law, rules or regulation, contract, deed of trust, or other instrument to which it is a party
or to which any of its property is subject; and that this Agreement is a valid and binding obligation
enforceable in accordance with its terms. Customer commits to purchase the Services as set forth on
Exhibit A attached hereto.
4. Process: Examity will provide Customer with unique identifying login information for each student
for an examination. Each student will register on the Examity web site prior to an examination and
log in to an examination using the information referenced above. Examity will use reasonable efforts
utilizing the Examity System to verify each student’s identity but shall have no liability or
responsibility therefor. Once an examination is complete, Examity shall, within 72 hours after
completion, provide the examination proctoring and auditing results to the applicable Customer
Parties. Along with such results, Examity shall provide a report (the “Reports”) listing any student
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behavior, actions or inactions, which Examity determines, in its sole discretion, could or may
constitute cheating or dishonesty with respect to the applicable examination. Examity shall have no
other responsibility with respect to any examination or the Services, and Customer hereby
acknowledges that actual determinations of student cheating or dishonesty shall be made by Customer
or the applicable Customer Parties, and Examity shall have no liability or responsibility with respect
thereto. Examity makes no representations that the Reports will be accurate or determine student
dishonesty. Examity shall not take, or be responsible for taking, any disciplinary action against any
student.
5. Fees: In consideration for the Services, Customer or Customer’s students, as applicable, shall pay to
Examity the fees set forth on Exhibit B attached hereto. Examity shall bill Customer monthly for all
fees due, and payment shall be due upon receipt of the applicable invoice. If Customer notifies
Examity in writing in advance that it wants Examity to charge Customer’s students in any specific
instance or in all instances, Customer’s students shall pay to Examity the applicable fees, and
Customer shall be responsible for any amounts not paid for by such students.
6. Term: Subject to Section 7, the term (the “Term”) of this Agreement shall be as set forth on Exhibit C
attached hereto.
7. Termination: This Agreement may be terminated, with or without cause, by either party upon one
hundred and twenty (120) days written notice to the other party; provided that, if either party breaches
any of the terms of this Agreement, the non-breaching party may, in addition to any other remedy,
terminate this Agreement immediately. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, all
amounts due Examity shall be paid within thirty (30) days. Upon termination or non-renewal by
Customer, or upon termination for Customer breach by Examity, all commitments, as set forth on
Exhibit A, not met shall be paid to Examity within thirty (30) days. All examination materials shall be
delivered to Customer by Examity promptly after termination or expiration of this Agreement. This
provision shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.
8. Indemnification: Each party (the “Indemnifying Party”) agrees to defend, indemnify and hold
harmless the other party, its officers, managers, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not limited
to attorney’s fees) arising from or relating to the Indemnifying Party’s breach of this Agreement,
including its representations and warranties hereunder. In addition, Customer agrees to defend,
indemnify and hold harmless Examity, its officers, managers, employees and agents, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but
not limited to attorney’s fees) arising from or relating to any claim by any student related to any
Services provided under or related to this Agreement, unless such claim results from the gross
negligence or willful misconduct of Examity. This provision shall survive termination or expiration of
this Agreement.
9. Ownership: Customer and Examity hereby agree that the Examity System is owned in its entirety by
Examity.
10. Confidentiality: Customer agrees to protect the Examity System and keep confidential any and all
data or other information that Customer obtains from the Examity System. Customer further agrees
that it will not share, disburse, exchange, sell or otherwise disclose any Examity provided proprietary
information, including without limitation individual student login information, to any third party.
Examity agrees that it will not share, disburse, exchange, sell or otherwise disclose any Customer
provided proprietary information, including without limitation examinations, university rules and
student information, to any third party. Each party is responsible for ensuring that its employees,
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officers, managers and agents adhere to this provision. This provision shall survive termination or
expiration of this Agreement.
11. Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability: THE EXAMITY SYSTEM AND SERVICES,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL CONTENT, SOFTWARE, AND FUNCTIONS
MADE AVAILABLE ON OR ACCESSED THROUGH OR SENT FROM THE EXAMITY WEB
SITE, ARE PROVIDED “AS IS,” “AS AVAILABLE,” AND “WITH ALL FAULTS.” TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY LAW, EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY REFERENCED
ABOVE, EXAMITY MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OR
ENDORSEMENTS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED) ABOUT: (A) THE
EXAMITY SYSTEM AND SERVICES; (B) THE CONTENT AND SOFTWARE ON AND
PROVIDED THROUGH THE EXAMITY SYSTEM AND SERVICES; (C) THE FUNCTIONS
MADE ACCESSIBLE ON OR ACCESSED THROUGH THE EXAMITY SYSTEM AND
SERVICES; AND (D) SECURITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSMISSION OF SENSITIVE
INFORMATION THROUGH THE EXAMITY SYSTEM OR SERVICES. EXAMITY DOES NOT
WARRANT THAT THE EXAMITY SYSTEM, ANY OF THE EXAMITY SYSTEM’S
FUNCTIONS OR ANY CONTENT CONTAINED THEREIN WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR
ERROR-FREE; THAT DEFECTS WILL BE CORRECTED; OR THAT THE EXAMITY SYSTEM
OR THE SERVERS THAT MAKES IT AVAILABLE ARE FREE OF VIRUSES OR OTHER
HARMFUL COMPONENTS. EXAMITY, AND ITS MANAGERS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES
AND OTHER REPRESENTATIVES, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR THE USE OF THE
EXAMITY SYSTEM AND SERVICES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE CONTENT
AND ANY ERRORS CONTAINED THEREIN. SOME JURISDICTIONS LIMIT OR DO NOT
ALLOW THE DISCLAIMER OF IMPLIED OR OTHER WARRANTIES SO THE ABOVE
DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO THE EXTENT SUCH JURISDICTION'S LAW IS
APPLICABLE TO THIS AGREEMENT. IN NO EVENT, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), SHALL EXAMITY BE LIABLE TO CUSTOMER OR
ANY CUSTOMER PARTY FOR INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OF ANY
KIND, OR FOR LOST OR INACCURATE DATA, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE SERVICES OR THE PARTIES’ RELATIONSHIP. IN NO
EVENT WILL EXAMITY’S TOTAL CUMULATIVE LIABILITY ARISING FROM OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, FROM ALL CAUSES OF ACTION OF ANY KIND,
EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNTS PAID TO EXAMITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. THIS
PROVISION SHALL SURVIVE TERMINATION OR EXPIRATION OF THIS AGREEMENT.
12. General Provisions.
a. Independent Contractor. Customer and Examity are and at all times will act as independent
contractors in all matters relating to this Agreement. None of the parties is an agent or franchisee
of any other party for any purpose and has no power or authority to bind or commit any other
party to any obligation in any way. No party is, nor will act as, an employee of the other party for
any purpose within the meaning or application of any federal, state, or local employment laws,
unemployment insurance laws, social security laws, workers’ compensation laws, or industrial
accident laws, or under any other laws or regulations that impute any obligation or liability to a
party by reason of any employment relationship.
b. Waiver and Amendment. Except as otherwise expressly provided, this Agreement may be
amended and observance of any provision of this Agreement may be waived (either generally or
in any instance, retroactively or prospectively) only upon written consent of the parties.
c. Entire Agreement. The parties intend that this Agreement be controlling over and supersede
additional or different terms of any order, confirmation, invoice or similar document, unless
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expressly agreed upon in writing by both parties. This Agreement supersedes all proposals, oral
or written, all negotiations, memoranda of understanding, letters of intent, conversations or
discussions between or among the parties relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.
d. Counterparts; Delivery. Customer and Examity hereby agree that this Agreement is executed
upon the Effective Date, regardless of the date of the parties’ signatures. This Agreement also
may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but
all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
e. Assignment. Neither party may assign this Agreement or the rights and obligations hereunder,
including without limitation by operation of law, without the prior written consent of the other
party; provided, however, that Examity, and its successors and assigns, may assign this
Agreement and the rights and obligations hereunder without the consent of Customer in the event
of an Acquisition. “Acquisition” is hereby defined as (a) any merger, business combination,
consolidation or purchase of outstanding equity of Examity, or its successors or assigns, in a
business combination after which the voting securities of Examity, or such successor or assign,
outstanding immediately prior thereto represent (either by remaining outstanding or by being
converted into voting securities of the surviving or acquiring entity) less than 50% of the
combined voting power of the voting securities of Examity, or such successor or assign, or such
surviving or acquiring entity outstanding immediately after such event (other than as a result of a
financing transaction); (b) any sale of all or substantially all of the equity or assets of Examity, or
its successors or assigns (other than in a spin-off or similar transaction); (c) any other form of
business combination or acquisition of the business of Examity, or its successors or assigns, in
which Examity, or its successors or assigns, is the target of the acquisition; or (d) a conversion
into a corporation, or a merger to effectuate the same.
f.

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted, construed and enforced under the laws of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, without regard to conflicts of laws, regardless of the
location of the performance of Services hereunder. All disputes, controversies or differences
arising between the parties arising from or in relation to or in connection with this Agreement, or
the breach thereof, which fails to be amicably settled by the parties, will be subject to the
jurisdiction of the state or federal courts located in Suffolk County, Massachusetts.

g. Validity. It is the intent of the parties that in case any one or more of the provisions contained in
this Agreement shall for any reason be held invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect, such
invalidity, illegality or unenforceability shall not affect the rest of the provision or the other
provisions of this Agreement, and shall be construed as if such invalid, illegal or unenforceable
provision or portion thereof had never been contained herein.
h. Notices. All notices given under this Agreement must be in writing and signed by a person
authorized to sign on behalf of the party and sent via express or certified mail to the addresses set
forth above.
i.

Survival. This Section 12 shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement.
[signature page follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto affixed their respective signatures effective
as of this
day of
, 2020.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Name:
Title:

EXAMITY INC.

Name: Nicholas Malone
Title: Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit A
Services
Examity shall authenticate, live monitor (as applicable) and record (as applicable) online examinations for
Customer classes as requested by Customer Parties. Services shall be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
There shall be four forms of service, which shall be requested by Customer:
Automated Standard proctoring
Automated Premium proctoring
Live Standard proctoring
Live Premium proctoring
Each institution (currently not integrated) within PASSHE commits that it and/or its students will
purchase at least $5,000 of Services at the fee rates set forth on Exhibit B attached hereto, during the first
12 months of this Agreement.
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Exhibit B
Fees
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Exhibit C
Term
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